Let £ denote the set of all infinite increasing sequences of positive integers. For all A = {a n } and B -{b n } in S, define the metric p(A, B) = 0i£A = B, i.e., if α» = b n for all n 2Lndp(A, B) = I/ft otherwise, where ft is the smallest value of n for which a n Φ b n . Similar metrics have been considered previously [1, 2], Our purpose here is to discuss several continuity properties of the Schnirelmann density d(A) = inf A{n)jn f where A{n) is the number of elements of A not exceeding n. In particular, we obtain a characterization of the set of all sequences having density zero as the set of points of continuity of d(A).
THEOREM 1. d(A) is upper sβmicontinuous on S.
Proof. For each ε > 0 there is a ft such that 
